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RINEHART’S NEW BOWHUNTER BUCK FEATURES INDUSTRY’S ONLY REPLACEABLE  

ANATOMY LINES VITALS INSERT 
Take Out the Guesswork and Hone Your Skills to Pinpoint Precision 

Industry innovator Rinehart Targets seeks to provide as much attention to detail in all of its realistic targets —  
and its new Rinehart Bowhunter Buck is no exception.   

In bowhunting, success is usually a one-shot deal.  So give yourself the edge you need by practicing your shooting  

with a target that shows you exactly what vital organs you’d be penetrating.  The new anatomically correct, authentic 

Rinehart Bowhunter Buck is now the only one on the market designed with the an advanced anatomy line insert  

that lets you shoot from any angle and see how precise your kill shot would be.  Rinehart ingeniously includes both  

a painted side and an outlined side to the insert, so you can determine your efficiency and show where you might  

need to focus to improve your aim.  

This amazing target is painstakingly designed to be so realistic that it can even double as a highly effective field  

decoy.  It’s made in the USA with renowned solid Rinehart “self-healing” foam, the unique Rinehart Bowhunter Buck  

can take repeated shots from field points, broadheads or even expandables without ever losing its shape or integrity.  

Like all Rinehart products, this target is rugged enough to last, yet features Rinehart’s exclusive foam design allows  

for easy arrow removal.  Even a child can pull arrow after arrow out of this target with ease — without tearing or 
damaging the foam.   

In addition, its lightweight design makes it easy to transport and set up for practice and decoy use.  Like all  

Rinehart targets, the Rinehart Bowhunter Buck is weatherproof and resistant to sun, heat and cold — so it’s ideal  
for year-around use whether in the backyard or in the field. 

For more information about the new Rinehart Bowhunter Buck target for bowhunters — or Rinehart’s full line of premium 

quality 3D targets for hunters and competitive archers — contact Rinehart at Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Avenue, Janesville, 

WI 53546 • (608) 757-8153 • Or visit www.rinehart3-D.com. 
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